Quantitative assessment of 12-lead ECG synthesis using CAVIAR.
The objective of this study is to assess the performance of patient-specific segment-specific (PSSS) synthesis in QRST complexes using CAVIAR, a new method of the serial comparison for electrocardiograms and vectorcardiograms. A collection of 250 multi-lead recordings from the Common Standards for Quantitative Electrocardiography (CSE) diagnostic pilot study is employed. QRS and ST-T segments are independently synthesized using the PSSS algorithm so that the mean-squared error between the original and estimated waveforms is minimized. CAVIAR compares the recorded and synthesized QRS and ST-T segments and calculates the mean-quadratic deviation as a measure of error. The results of this study indicate that estimated QRS complexes are good representatives of their recorded counterparts, and the integrity of the spatial information is maintained by the PSSS synthesis process. Analysis of the ST-T segments suggests that the deviations between recorded and synthesized waveforms are considerably greater than those associated with the QRS complexes. The poorer performance of the ST-T segments is attributed to magnitude normalization of the spatial loops, low-voltage passages, and noise interference. Using the mean-quadratic deviation and CAVIAR as methods of performance assessment, this study indicates that the PSSS-synthesis algorithm accurately maintains the signal information within the 12-lead electrocardiogram.